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The following example will speak for itself:—
'...accident	the child's clothes	caught fire
.........cried and	hospital	visited
him daily	kind treatment	    All's well that
ends well.'
This, it will be seen, is similar in kind to the exercises
just suggested, but it has the advantage of being very
•easily graduated by varying the number of the blanks
and the amount of matter to be filled in and by being
so framed as to demand a greater or less degree of
rearrangement of familiar matter in the child's mind.
(c)	Modified   reproduction   of   the   passage,   e.g.,
changing pasts into presents, replacing adjectives with
synonyms,   adding   appropriate   adverbs,   interpolating
fresh clause, etc.
This can be done with or without the printed page
before the pupil. It is the teacher's business to gradu-
ate the difficulty of the exercises.
(d)	Making up a speech on a cognate subject, e.g.,
if the passage is one describing a storm, the pupil can
describe an actual storm which he has witnessed.
This gives an opportunity of using the words and
expressions of the book in slightly altered contexts, and
in talk of the kind which the pupil would actually of
idrnself engage in. Here it is the teacher's business to
select ' natural' situations, that is, situations within the
pupil's experience or imaginative range.
Often an interval may be allowed between the text
study and the oral composition, so as to give the pupil
time to think his speech out. Also, a list of words or
phrases may be set him to bring into his speech.
(<?) Reproducing a story from the point of view of
someone other than the person assumed to be telling it
in the book; e.g., in a story of a quarrel between two
village lads, related by a third person, the story can be
retold in the person of one or other of the chief actors.
This type of oral work has obvious scope for
entertainment.
(/) Varying the episodes in a story, inventing a
iresh ending, inserting a fresh incident, etc.
This may prove a difficult exercise for pupils in the
middle stage, and should be undertaken only as they find

